
Sunday Club at home  
Hi Everyone  

Hope you all had a lovely Easter and have enjoyed the School 

Holidays.   You might think that because Easter is over the 

story is over, but it’s only another chapter of the story. 

Today we are going to explore what happened next……  

So……… 

 let’s Explore. 

Video Story  

• For Younger Children 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+the+road+to+e

maus&&view=detail&mid=AC843F07985EB23974CDAC843F07985E

B23974CD&&FORM=VDRVRV 

• For Older Children  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+the+road+to+e

mmaus+&view=detail&mid=B345F43D7E2DC8B45E36B345F43D7E

2DC8B45E36&FORM=VIRE 

Video for Everyone  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+of+the+road+to+emaus&

&view=detail&mid=7922315AB989E40D827E7922315AB989E40D827E&&

FORM=VDRVRV 

      

 

 

This is what the Road to 

Emmaus looked like. 

 

 

This is an image of that same 

road and how it looked then.   

 

It wasn’t like our roads are 

today, it didn’t have tarmac to 

make the ground on the road 

smooth.  

  It was rocky and most of the 

time when through valleys or mountains and was difficult to walk 

on and only form of transport were donkeys who could manage the 

rough terrain. 

 

We have areas like this in our country in the Lake District and Peak 

district. 
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This Picture is of a 

path in the lake 

district. 

They look very 

similar. 

I wonder: 

 if you have been 

walking in the Lake 

District with your 

parents? 

How you felt when 

you were walking, 

lonely, happy, 

wondering what was 

up ahead on the road? 

 

Just like the people in the picture Jesus friends where probably 

feeling all these things as they walked alone the lonely road/ path. 

When they got to the village, after walking with Jesus for a while 

and not knowing it was Jesus, they welcomed the stranger into the 

house to eat with them. 

 

 

The scene may have looked like this as Jesus broke the bread and 

gave it to them. 

I wonder: 

Have you ever seen someone you know and not recognised who 

they were?  

  The strange thing is after he broke bread he disappeared!! 

I wonder: 

If you had been in that room and Jesus had disappeared Just after 

you recognised him how would you feel? 



 

 

Songs  
• Jesus is Alive  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=jesus+is+aliv

e+song+video&docid=608016117622259139&mid=3

EA9B4CC69A84DB4F4C43EA9B4CC69A84DB4F4C4&vi

ew=detail&FORM=VIRE 

• Nothings to big  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=dug+duggy+

songs&docid=607987010637883326&mid=9418B147

6AFF3CF7CC149418B1476AFF3CF7CC14&view=detail

&FORM=VIRE 

• Prayers  
Jesus broke bread with his friends and said “Remember me, this is 

my body” 

Ask your Mum or Dad for a piece of bread or a cracker  

Then break it into pieces for as many things as you want to pray for. 

Then say a pray for …. and eat the bread. 

Here are a few ideas what to pray for. 

Family, Friends the environment, Church, School, home.  

 

 

Make Bread  
A simple way of making 

bread is to buy a Pizza base 

packet from the 

supermarket and follow the 

instructions. 

    Or you can find a simple 

recipe on the internet. 

 

 

 

 

• Walking with Jesus  
You will need  

• Paint (colour of your Choice) 

• Paper  

• A bowl with soapy water 

• Towel 
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• What to do 

Take the paper and place 

ot on the floor ( you may 

want to put something 

under the paper to 

protect your floor)   then 

with the help of Mum or 

Dad cover the bottom of 

your feet with paint then 

stand on the paper 

keeping your feet quite 

close to each other. 

 

 

Then put your feet into a bowl of soapy water and then dry your 

feet on the towel. 

When the paint is dry cut round your feet on the paper and write 

walking with Jesus on the paper.  

If you don’t have paint you could draw round 

your feet, then cut them out and stick on 

another piece of paper and then write walking 

with Jesus. 

You could also draw round your feet and then 

do one more foot print, cut it out and thread 

them together with wool or string and make a mobile for your 

bedroom.  You could decorate the footprints or write prayers on 

them.  


